Let h be a free homeomorphism with a finite set of fixed points on a compact surface. Then h is, on the complement of the fixed point set, everywhere 'semi-locally' conjugate to a translation. This generalizes the Brouwer plane translation theorem. 
Introduction
Let S he a surface, that is, a metric 2-dimensional connected manifold without boundary, and h a homeomorphism of S. M. Brown introduced in [B2] the class of free homeomorphisms, that is such that if h(D) nD = 0 for some 2-disc D in S, then h"(D) n D = 0 for any « G Z\{0}. It is a famous result of Brouwer ([Br] , see also [Bl] , [Fa] , [G] ) that every homeomorphism of R2 preserving the orientation and without fixed point is free. In fact, Brouwer proved the stronger ( [Br] , see also [Fr] , [K] , [G] , [T] ):
Plane Translation Theorem. Let h be an orientation preserving fixed point free homeomorphism of R2. Then for every point p in R2 there exists an imbedding tp : (R2, 0) -> (R2, p) such that (i) htp = tpx where t(x ,y) -(x+l ,y),
(ii) on each line x x R, tp restricts to a proper imbedding into R2, i.e., one with a closed image.
The aim of the present paper is the following generalization of Brouwer's theorem:
Theorem. Let S be a compact surface and h a free homeomorphism of S with a finite set F of fixed points. Then for every point p in S\F there exists an imbedding tp : (R2, 0) -> (S\F, p) such that (i) htp -tpx where t(x , y) -(x + 1, y),
(ii) on each line x x R, tp restricts to a proper imbedding, i.e., tp(x x R) 75 closed in S\F.
When S is the 2-sphere the theorem is due to E. Slaminka [S] . However his proof seems to use strongly Theorem 4.6 of M. Brown [B2] , which has no proof (except for fixed point free orientation-preserving homeomorphisms of the plane, cf. [Br, Satz 6] or [G, Lemme 3.8] ) and seems to be still an open problem. M. Brown's argument gives only a weaker result (see Proposition 1.5 below); the needed contortions to conclude with this weaker result are explained in §2 below which elaborates on the proof of Brouwer's theorem given in [G, §4] . (Nevertheless this paper does not depend on [G] and contains, once admitting that orientation preserving fixed point free homeomorphisms of R2 are free, still another (variant of) proof of Brouwer's theorem.) In §3 we prove the theorem, and in §4 we extend it to compact surfaces with boundary.
Free homeomorphisms
We will now recall some basic properties of free homeomorphisms; for more details, see M. Brown [B2] .
Let S be a connected surface (in this section S may have a nonempty boundary) and « a free homeomorphism of S.
1.1 Definition. A subset E of S such that «(F) n E = 0 will be called free. Proof. That L has no double point follows easily from the freeness of « ; see Lemma 4.2 of [B2] . To see that L is a submanifold, i.e. that L\L is closed, it is enough to show that there exist no translation arc ß c L and no sequence o (x") with x" £ L\ß and x" -> x £ ß . Suppose there is such a sequence and let x" = «p(n)(yn) with y" £ ß. One can ask that y" -> y g ß for some v. An example where L is not closed was already in Brouwer [Br, Beispiel p. 40] . The same example can also be see in [B2, Figure 7] or [G, Figure 3 .4].
1.5 Proposition. Let L be a translation line and a a translation arc generating L (so that L -L(a)). Let C be an arc connected set such that:
(i) C touches a on at most one side, (ii) C meets the two components of L\a, (iii) there exists an « such that C n L = C n (U|;|<" hn(a)).
Then Cn«(C)^0.
Proof. See the argument in the proof of Theorem 4.6 in [B2] .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 1.6 Remark. Theorem 4.6 of [B2] is the preceding proposition without hypothesis (iii), but in that case L may have accumulation points on C and not in L ; such a case is overlooked in the given proof of Theorem 4.6. To help clarify a little of this problem, recall the following question of M. Brown:
Let D be a 2-disc such that h(D) no = 0 and f an homeomorphism supported in D. Is hf free!
We remark that a positive answer to this question implies the truth of Theorem 4.6 of [B2] . In fact, it is enough to prove the result when C is an arc X not meeting a, and, restricting to a subarc of X if necessary, we can suppose that the endpoints (p and q , say, with q following p in the natural order on L) of X cut upon L a subarc pq such that Xilpq -{p, q} . Consider now a o translation arc ß for L suchthat q £ ß and Xn(h~x(ß)U--■öh~m+x(ß)) = 0 where m > 2 is such that p £ h~m(ß). Suppose then by contradiction that h(X)C\X = 0 and let D he a disc neighborhood of X such that h(D)f)D = 0 and Dr\(h~x(ß)ö--■l)h~m+x(ß)) = 0 . Let also / be a homeomorphism supported in
so that hf(ß) n ß = h(ß) n ß and ß is a translation arc for hf. But f(q) = p and «'(/?) i D for 1 < i < m -1 so that (hf)m(q) = hm(p) £ ß and (hf)m(ß) n ß ^ 0 which contradicts the freeness of «/.
Finally we note that this remark gives another proof of the hypothetical Theorem 4.6 of [B2] for the case of orientation preserving and fixed point free homeomorphisms of the plane. In fact if « is fixed point free, then clearly hf is also fixed point free. Compare to [Br, Satz 6] or [G, Lemme 3.8 ].
1.7 Proposition. If S is compact, then F is not empty.
Proof. See [B2, Lemma 3.4 ].
1.8 Proposition. There is no annulus A in S with boundary a simple closed curve a and its image h(a) such that h(A) C\A = h(a). Proof. We argue by contradiction. If h2(A) does not contain all of a the proof of Lemma 5.2 in [B2] applies and leads to a contradiction with the freeness of h. If h2(A) contains a, then S = A U h(A) U «2(^4) is a torus or a Klein bottle. Since « is fixed point free on A, it is fixed point free on S which is a contradiction to Proposition 1.7.
1.9 Proposition. Any point of S\F is contained in a translation arc if F does not separate S.
Proof. See [B2, Lemma 4.1].
An inductive construction
Let p be a point of S\F and a a translation arc containing p .
2.1 Lemma. There is a triangulation K of S\F suchthat a is a subcomplex of K and the star of every vertex of K is free.
Proof. We write down S\F as an ascending union of compact bordered sur- To do this we may have to subdivide the triangulation of Si near <9Si but can leave it unchanged on So . Therefore, continuing this way, we conclude 2.2 Lemma. Let K be a triangulation of S\F such that the star of every vertex is free and a is a subcomplex of K. Then, on each side of a, there is a triangle of K adjacent to a which meets neither h(a) nor h~x(a).
Proof. For each triangle T adjacent to a, let us consider the triangles included in T, of base a side of T in a n T, and whose third vertex is located on the median of T which bisects (a chosen side of) a n T. Let V be the largest of those triangles such that V n (h(a) u h~x(a)) c dV. We may have to allow V = a n T when T contains an end point of a. Let us note that if o 7Tl (h(a) U«_1(q)) = 0, then V = T. With these notations we have:
2.3 Assertion. For every such V, V n h'(a) -0 for \i\ > 2. Proof. Let us suppose that hn(a), \n\ > 2, meets V in a point x. We have x = h"(y) for some y £ a. The arc made of a\a n T and of an arc in V joining the end points of a n T without meeting h~x(a) U h(a) but going through x (and y if y G a n V) is a translation arc ß which contains x and y. Therefore hn(ß)nß contains x which contradicts Proposition 1.4. We now show that there exists a T' on each side of a such that r'n(«(a)U«-1(a)) = 0. It follows from the preceding assertion and Proposition 1.5 that any V, being free, cannot meet both of h (a) and h~x(a). On the other hand, because of the T containing the end points of a, there is on each side of a a V meeting h(a) and another one meeting h~x(a). If all the T' on one side of a were meeting h (a) or h~l(a), there would be two consecutive ones, one meeting h(a) and the other h~x(a). But now we see, using the assertion above, that we have a contradiction to Proposition 1.5.
To conclude the proof of Lemma 2.2, it is enough to remark that a V not meeting h(a) or h~x(a) is equal to the T which contains it.
Let us keep with the notation of Lemma 2.2 and let Fo = T he a triangle not meeting «(a)U«~'(Q)
given by this lemma. Modifying ao = a by F0 we get a new translation arc ax which is still a subcomplex of the triangulation K. (ax is made of the arc in ao = Poh(po) from p0 to the first point r0 of T0, of the arc in qo from the last point to in Fo to h(p0), and of the arc from ro to fo in 07b\ao). We can then apply the same lemma again and get a triangle F_i adjacent to qo on the side opposite to Fo or a triangle Tx adjacent to ax on the side opposite to Fo. This process can be iterated, and after « applications of Lemma 2.2 we get a sequence Tp, ... ,Tq, ... ,Tq of triangles (a priori not necessarily distinct) with -p + q+l -n , p < 0, q > 0, such that a U Tp U ■ • ■ U F0 U ■ • ■ U Tq is a connected subcomplex of K . We also get a sequence ap, ... , ao = a, ... , aq+x of translation arcs.
According to Assertion 2.3 we have (qU Fo)n«(aU F0) = afl «(a) and (a IS To) n h'(a UT0) -0 for |/| > 2 . I do not know how to show that this situation still holds (if it does!) when F0 is replaced by X = TPU-■ -UFoU---uTq without using a hypothetical strong version of Proposition 1.5 (compare to Lemma 6 in [S] ). The following lemma nevertheless shows that by exercising more care in the choice of the F, 's we can secure this situation.
2.4 Definition. We shall say that a U X is critical if (a U X) n «'(a U X) = 0 for \i\ > 2 and if (a U X) n h(a U X) = a n h (a). Note that this is the case if « = 1, in which case X = Fo .
2.5 Lemma. Let us suppose that a u X is critical. Then there exist a triangle T of K adjacent to aq+x on the side opposite to Tq and a triangle U of K adjacent to ap on the side opposite to Tp suchthat aUXuFut/ is still critical.
Proof. Let X = a U X. As in the proof of Lemma 2.2, to each triangle T adjacent to aq+x on the side opposite to Tq we can associate a triangle V c T such that T n (A-1(ï) u «(X)) c dV and that if T n (h~x(T) U «(X)) = 0 , then V = T. One shows as in Assertion 2.3 that such a triangle V satisfies V n h'(T) = 0 for \i\ > 2, and one then deduces from Proposition 1.5 that it cannot meet both of «(X) and «~'(X). On the other hand, because of the T containing the endpoints of aq+x (which are the same as those of a), there is a V meeting «(X) and another one meeting «_1(X). Using Proposition 1.5 again as in Lemma 2.2 one gets a V not meeting either «(X) or h~x(X). Such a V is equal to the T which contains it so that Fn «'(X) = 0 for all i ± 0 and therefore XuF = aUXUF is critical. The same reasoning with ap in place of aq+x and Xu F in place of X produces the desired U.
Proof of the theorem
We can iterate indefinitely the construction of Lemma 2.5 to get a translation arc a going through p and a doubly infinite sequence {F"}"eZ of triangles such that a U (Unez Tn) is critical. Since each T,■■, / ^ -1, 0, meets a Tj, \j\ < \i\, or a along an edge and since a consists of a finite number of edges, we can suppose that F, n F/+i is always a common edge of T¡ and F,+i for i ^ -1. More precisely we find a subsequence of the F, 's satisfying these properties and reconstruct a sequence of a, exactly as before but using only the F, of the subsequence (and starting from a -ao). Since aUX was critical these new a, are certainly translation arcs. In what follows we consider only these new F, 's and a, 's.
3.1 Lemma. The set ali (\Jn€ZTn) contains no simple closed curve crossing a (which means a curve isotopic, by an arbitrarily small isotopy, to a curve cutting a transversally in one point).
Proof. Let c be such a curve. We first show that it does not bound a disc. Proof. Let us first show that given a translation arc a¡ there is no i ^ j-l such that F, and F,+i are on opposite sides of a7, that is the sequences {F,}i>; and {Tj}i<j may well come back to touch a¡ but they cannot cross it. We will consider only the case i > j the case i < j being similar. So, suppose there exist such an a¡ and such a F, and choose them so that i-j > 0 is minimal. Then F, n Tk = 0 forj<k<i-l and all Ffe's are distinct for j < k < i. We now look at an imbedded closed band made of Tj U Tj+X U • • • U F, and part of a neighborhood of a¡. It is free and so cannot be a Moebius band since there are only a finite number of disjoint Mcebius bands in a compact surface. Also Tj and F, have to be on the same side of a¡ for if not we would have a contradiction to Lemma 3.1 which applies to a¡ since a;U((JF")"6Z is critical. Therefore we are left with the situation depicted in Figure 1 , which shows that F,na,+i is not contained in a¡ and so, that F, and Ti+X cannot be on opposite sides of aj.
As a consequence, all the F,'s, for / > 0 as well as for / < 0, are distinct. And we cannot either have T¡ = Tj for some i > 0 and some ; < 0 since this would lead, using the first part of the proof, to a simple closed curve contradicting Lemma 3.1.
3.3 Lemma. There is a fixed point q (resp. q') such that any neighborhood of q (resp. q') contains all but a finite number of the Tfsfor i>0 (resp. i<0).
Proof. Consider arbitrarily small distinct open balls, one around each fixed point, and call their union U. Then S\U is compact and meets only a finite number of Tn so there are k > 0 and / < 0 so that the connected sets \Jn>k Tn and Un</ F" are each contained in a ball.
One can then choose a line K in a U (Unez Tn) properly embedded in S\F whose ends converge to q and q' and crossing a. occurs when p G S\(dS U F) and L is a half-line from dS to a fixed point, in which case we obtain an imbedding y/: (R2 , (0, 1)) -> (S\F, p) sending interior into interior and boundary into boundary such that yix = xyi and that y/ restricted to each half-line x x [0, +00) is proper. We then consider the o o homeomorphism p: R2 -> R2 given by p(x, y) = (y + x -1, y~x) ; the map o n = y/p from R2 = R2 to S\F is the imbedding we want.
4.3 Remark. The theorem does not extend as such to noncompact surfaces.
In fact, if S = R2\Z x {0} and h(x, y) = (x+l, y), then no point of R x {0} is contained in the image of an imbedding <p as in the theorem.
4.4 Remark. The homeomorphism of S2 given in Example 4.1 is not free but is, outside of the fixed point set, everywhere 'semi-locally' conjugate to a translation (in the sense of the theorem). This raises the question: Is there a dynamical characterisation of homeomorphisms of compact surfaces (with a finite number of fixed points) everywhere semi-locally conjugate to a translation (outside of the fixed point set)!
